A limited antibody panel can distinguish B-precursor acute lymphoblastic leukemia from normal B precursors with four color flow cytometry: implications for residual disease detection.
Multiparameter flow cytometry may be used to detect minimal residual disease in acute leukemia because leukemic cells often display aberrant phenotypes when compared to normal cells. One limitation of this approach in B-precursor ALL is that leukemic phenotypes are often qualitatively similar to normal marrow B progenitors, though it has long been recognized that the latter show a predictable pattern of antigen expression with differentiation. In this study we used four-color flow cytometry to define precisely the patterns of normal antigen expression on a series of normal bone marrows using two different four-color combinations of antibodies: CD19-APC/CD45-perCP/CD20-PE/CD10-FITC; and CD19-APC/CD45-perCP/CD9-PE/CD34-FITC. A series of dual parameter displays were created in which normal B precursors occupied predictable regions. We then tested these antibody combinations on a series of 82 cases of B-precursor ALL and found that in 76/82 cases (93%) the first combination demonstrated an abnormal population on at least one of the dual parameter displays, and that 72/77 cases tested (94%) showed an abnormality with the second combination. When taken together, 81/82 cases (99%) showed an abnormality. When purified blasts were serially diluted into normal marrows we found a sensitivity of detection of 1 cell in 10(4) normal marrow cells provided sufficient CD19+ cells were acquired to visualize the abnormal population as a discrete cluster. Because the pattern of antigen expression in normals is very reproducible, it is possible to create a fixed set of geometrical regions to define the normal; this makes analysis of an unknown sample very straightforward. We conclude that our approach could be employed as a simple method for the detection of minimal residual disease in B-precursor ALL, and unlike many other methods should prove applicable to virtually all cases of this malignancy.